
355mm welded HDPE 
penstock pipe (buried)

Head Sensor Pipe
63mm HDPE Stop logs can be removed

to allow bypass flow for
maintenance

Areas downstream of the wing walls to be infilled
with boulders to reduce visual impact

Dismantling joint, gate valve
and radial tee arrangement to
 use when cleaning the pipe

with foam pigs

Coanda Screen, 1.3mm spacing

Bellmouth (450mm x 355mm reducer)
 to be encased in masonry to provide 

end restraint (not shown here)

15 degree bend

Eel substrate on ramp from baseslab to crest.
Continues upstream through notch in crest 

and down the upstream wall of the weir.

Strip of polycarbonate bolted
 to side of ramp to ensure water

 retained over full length

Outlet notch from plunge pool.
Same dimensions as HOF notch.

Base to be chamfered on its 
upstream and downstream edges 
and the base of the notch to be 

roughened significantly to aid upstream 
passage for eels

Weir Crest.
Upstream edge, and all other edges over which fish could pass, are chamfered

Plunge pool below coanda screen, 724mm deep

Plunge pool water level,
 to bottom of HoF notch, 

is a 150mm step.
Pool is 1024mm deep.

Rocks immediately 
downstream of the chamber
extend above the chamber  
wall to facilitate eel passage

Mortared rocky ramp downstream of fishpools.
Creates meandering stream path for fish migration.

Gradient 10%, with small pools adjacent to allow fish to rest.
Rock type chosen, for the rocky ramp and
impoundment prefill, will ensure that the 

pH of the watercourse is not affected.

Rectangular Notch for Hands-off-flow
282mm wide x 94mm deep, 13.0lps
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Dylan Jones - GA and Nomenclature

Impounded area to be backfilled
with clean material prior to 

commissioning Reinforced Concrete 
Weir Structure

v5 :  Correction to HoF notch
        details


